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Introduct Ion by Druce portzer

As their nameImplies, audio futers take audio frequency sig~als from the detector
and rocess it, sometlr.1es feeding the signal back into the receiver s audio amplifier,
som"~inteS -ending the fl1tered audio Into an amplifier separate from the receiver. It Is
osslble t~ process tapes of DXby running them through a filter to another tape machine.

ft can then be run through the fHter again (and again and agaln)--a tricky business, but
sometimes rewarding. like al1 filters, these can be divided into a number of subgroups:

iI) "low pass" futers let through al1 audio energy below a certain frequency known
as the "cut-off frequency" and attenuate those frequencies above the cut-off to varying
degrees.

b) "High pass. fHters let through all audio abovea cut-off frequency whl1e attenu
attenuating those frequencies below.

c) "Notch" fl1ters reject a certain (usually small) range of frequencies, whl1e let-
ting all others pass. A notch is useful to attenuate an interfering heterodyne or test
tone, thereby making the desired signal more readable.

d} 'Peaking" fl1ters reject al1 frequencies except for a certain (usually narrow)
range.

e) A "bandpass. fl1ter is usual1y a low-pass and high pass fHter in series,
allowlng only a certain range of frequencies through. If the cut-off frequencies are
close to one another. the effect w111 be similar to that of a peaking filter.

Somesuggested uses for various types of filters: .
1. A high pass filter is useful for ellrllnatlng 60 and 120 Hz hllll and reducing the

"rumble" which often accompanies reception of stations on graveyard channels, not to men-
tion the low hets that go with reception of off-frequency latlns. Can clean up the muddy
audio of high selectivity receivers. or one which has a low-pass audio fl1ter set below
2000 Hz or so.

2. A low pass fl1ter with a cutoff at about 2000 Hz w111 reduce the hiss whlth is
often present whenreplaying DX tapes. Also cleans up somenoise from sets with poor
selectivity.

J. A hlgh-Q "peaking" futer designed for amateur CIIuse (such as the Autek QF-l)
can be used to Improvereception of test tones during OXtests and f/c"s. Th.is is espect~
ally deslreable If Morse code IDs are gIven. The fl1ter should have a variable center
frequency, since tone frequencies can vary from one station to the next or more than one
tone can be used during a test (400, 800. and 1000 Hz are fairly comnlCntone frequencies).
It IIIlght also be possible to use such a filter to enhance time pips transmitted by'some
rowelgn broadcasting stations. However, It would probably be diffIcult to do so, .owlng to
the short duration of the pips and the fact that many pip sequences use tWo frequencies
I have had good results using a bandpass filter to Improve pip reception. however. A band-
pa~s fl1ter, with high and low cut-off frequencies set close to one another can also
produce good results In enhancIng test tones.

4. A bandpass fHter with vnlable hIgh and low cut-off frequencies can also be
1J~p.dto enhance some announcer's vow:es. The process is usual1y one of trial and error In
~,t,;cha DX tape is replayed several tI~IeSwhHe trying different cut-off frequencles until
t.t.P.announcer's voIce Is heard most clearly. On more than one occas Ion I've used this
tr:~hnlque to Il:1provea particular announcement from marginal or unreadable to where It is
at least partially readable. The "optImum" passband varIes depending on the announcer and
recept Ion but the range of about 600 to 1500 Hz often gives good results.

Audio fIlters are definitely useful, even with highly selectIve receIvers like the
Ikj-180A. Onmore than one occasion, myKrohn-Hlte310ABvariable bandpass filter has
Improved a DXtape's readabl1ity and In a couple of Instances It's made the dIfference
between hearing an 10 and not hearing it. The main benefit, however, has ,reen esthp.tlc.
It's Improved the quality of a given reception without actually Improving readability to
any great extent. However, sInce audio filtering Is usually the last stage In the rece~vlng
process It Is not nearly as Important as a goodantenna, a receiver front end that doesn't
IJverloari eas l1y, and selective IF stages.

lhe Autek !If.:.! and l!!! HFJ ~ .
Initlal1y, the Autek fl1ter appears more Impressive--It can give you a variable cut-

off low-pass filter, with a variable steepness to the cut-off curve, and you can switch to
an audio "notch" or "peak" facility which can reject or highlight a continuously vdrlable
range of frequencies from "narrow" to "broad".

The QF-I model can be plugged Into the headphone jack of the receiver and provides
output for speaker or low Impedance headphones. It has Its own power supply and power audio
bmpllfler. The cheaper QF-2 Is just the basic filter guts of the QF-l, should be placed
betweenreceiver audio stages and needs 6-30 volts DCfrom somewh~re.The HFJfilter on the

other hand Is simply made up of one high pass filter (J75 Hz cut-off) and three low-pass
filters of 1500, 2000, and 2500 Hz cut-off. The high-pass can be used on Its own or COI.I-
blned with any of the three low pass units. For best results It should be used between
audio stages of the receiver, the best place being after the first low level aJdlo stage.
It can be used between the headphone jack and headphones as well, but with Inferior audIo
quality at high volumes.

These filters were designed for the Slot and radio amateur. Howwel1 do they work
for a BCBDXer1 To a certain degree, It depends on your receiver. and whether you are a
SWDXeror ham as well. In spite of the Autek's versatility, you may find that It Isn't
much help If you already have a receiver with good IF selectlvity--the Hammarlunds,
Collins, modifIedFRG-7etc. Such receivers already reject a lot of heterodynes and noise
which the low pass ftlter can eliminate. Hy QF-2's low pass setting doesn't real1y clean
up that much on my HROwith lI1echanlcal filters, but it Makes quite a difference on the less
selective DX-150A. The notch settIng on the QF-2can real1y knock down a het on any recei-
ver whtle leaving your desired audlo--It's also fine for eliminating an undesIred test tone
If you're looking for something underneath. The variable width "peak" setting is not that
great for peaking a voice, however,but If you're a ham. It w111do wonderson a CWsignal
at Its "sharp" setting. Also very good for peaking code ID's on testers.

What is really lacking on the Autek Is a high pass filter to eliminate low hets and
cl/lrtfy the muddyaudio of high selectivity receivers. The notch set at "broad" and tuned
to low frequency, approximates (but is not as good as) the HFJ ftlter's high pass for this
purpose. The HFJ's high pass when switched In gives more bite and clarity to the bassy
audio of a selective receiver. like the QF-l, the HFJ low pass settings are not tremetl-
dously useful for a blgh selectivity receiver, but they'l1 make your cheapo receiver'
sound pretty good. The Autek fHter with Its combinations of variable selectivity and
frequency requires practice to get best results. TheHFJ fl1ter Is morestraightforward,
but more limited In Its possibilities.

The QF-I and QF-2 seem to have been superseded by the QF-IA. This has a variable
high-pass filter as well as the variable low-pass, notch and peak facilities of the QF-1.
Unfortunately, It can only be used Instead of these functions, not In combination with one
of them. Anextra notch filter is provided which can be tuned fromBOHzto 11 kHz; this
can be used In addition to one of the other functions. The QF-IA has Its own power supply
and audio Implifler. More Information from Autek Research.

The SBF-2BXwas priced at $29.95 In late 1979. Its circuitry is also contained In
the MFJ-721 which also Includes a sharp CWfilter. noise limiter and a two watt audio
amplifier. This. like the SBF-2BX,runs from a g volt battery. An ACadapter Is available.
The 721 sells for $59.95--more Info from MFJ. '

The Sl-5S
-the Electronic Research Corporation of Virginia offers the Sl-55 Audio Active Filter.
This offers a peaking filter with varIable -J dB bandwidth from 14 to 2100 Hz; the center
of the passband Varies from 200 to 1400 Hz. A simultaneous notch filter, variable from
300 to 1400 Hz Is Included with a depth of 30 dB, and has a coarse and fine tune control.
like other peaking filters, this appears to be of more use to the CWenthusiast. It
doesn't real1y enhance voice that much. The notch Is nice. particularly the fl~e tune; It
is not variable In the width of Its selectivity curve however. An audio amplifier Is
included along with a power supply and the device can drive a speaker. Both filter sections
cln be bypassed If desired.

This device would be of muchmore use to the ham specializing In CWwork than to the
BCBDXer. The notch could be mst useful to the BCB'er, but $69.50 is a lot to pay for a
notch.

TheHFJ-752 ,

--mred as the "Slgnl1 Enhancer II", this device consists of two tuneable audio filters
in series. The primary tuter has the samefunctions as the QF-IA--ahigh pass and low
pass filter with variable cut-off' frequencies and variable shape of cut-off curves as well
as a notchln9 and peaking facility with variable frequency and selectivity. Only one of
these options can be chos~ at a time. The auxiliary filter consists of a notch or peak
filter with variable frequency and selectivity, and can be bypassed. Twodifferent type~
of noise limiters can be switched In as well. One is marked "SSB" and Is a peak clipper,
while the other Is marked"CW"and Is a trough clipper. '

The peak clipper can make some AMsignals mre readable by cutting d~ on Impulse
noise as well as on some splatter peaks. The trough clipper Is used for cutting out back-
ground noise on a CWsl9nal, and is not IIKIchuse for AM. As with the QF-l, the low pass re-
sponse can be tailored to the requirements at hand, and cuts downon tape hiss and other
noise. The high pass can be tailored for, say, a woman's voice 011a graveyard channel. The
notch can be very effective on test tones and heterodynes, but the peak is not usual1y muchuse on voice.

On one sample of this filter, there were problems with wnrkmanshlp. A knob worked
loose in short time, and one of the Input phono jacks on the back was bent and wouldn't
accept a plug without some effort. There was also a power supply humwhich was not present
when an external supply was used. A problem commonwith these kind of filters is that they
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are not c.t11brlted, so you are not always sure what au.Jlo frequency Is a good pc;sltion to
tune to. This unit camefromGIHer Assoclat~s whosuppl1ed helpful hints on the settings
for various signals using "clock" tennlnology, IS In setting a certain knob for "2 o'clock".
More Info from G11fer or HFJ; price about $80.

The Laboelectron SF-0330

This filter is very easy to operate. It is a band pISS fnter only and has a set of
push buttons to select low end cutoffs of 300 or 500 Hz and high end cutoffs of 1500,
2200 or 3000 Hz. The fnter has I volume control, Internal speaker, headphone jack, and
ACadapter. The price 15 about $90.

I found th1s fnter to be very good for cleaning up old OXtapes. It was effective
In (almost) el1mlnatlng tape hiss and low frequency "rumble". A sl1ght Increase In Intel-
1tglbnity was noted at times, although I heard no Impressive IDs leaping out of previously
hopeless taplngs. The fnter perfonned very we11 on 80-meter amateur sse signals which
had a very high background no1se level. Some '""rovements were also noted on the AMbroad-
cast band, but I doubt If using It would add many new stations to the logbook.

The volume control was very useful. Host audio filters lack one and consequently
there are noticeable differences In audio level when the fnter Is switched In and out.

Overall, this flHer performs its Intended purpose very wen and 15 extremely easy to
operate. Its lack of a notch function is, In this reviewer's opinion, a major deficiency
for AMDXlng, where test tones and heterodynes can (and do) cause problems.

The Datong FL-2

This may we11 be the "ultimate" audio fnter. It Is designed mainly for amateur
CW/RTH/SSause, but also works we11 on AMsignals. It, has several pushbuttons and
potentiometers, pennitting high and low pass filtering, noJchlng, peaking, and combin-
ations thereof. In addition to the usual speaker and headphone jacks, It has a low
level output for a tape recorder. The price Is around $300.'

This filter Is both the most expensive and (not surprisingly) the best perfonnlng
audio filter I've ever played with. It has very steep cutoff characteristics. They
are so steep, In fact, that a very sl1ght control adjustment can malteyour entire
signal disappear. The notch fnter was excellent. In tenns of overa11 performance,
this fnter always was equal to or better than the less expensive Hlzuho or Laboelectron
filters.

Perry Ferre11 says this fnter works very wen on ew and RTTYsignals, so I tried
It out on a crowded, static-plagued portion of the 80 meter novice amateur band. The
results were startllng---statlons almost burled In noise and Interference suddenly. came
in as clear as the output from a code practice oscnlator. .

This fnter Is a bit compl1cated to operate at fl rst due to the large number of
control: anc! the steepneu of the filter cutoffs (which necessitated very careful
tweaking). However, once I became acquainted with It, I had few problems.

The Datong FL-2, In nearly all respects, outperfonns all other filters I've ever
used. It also costs three times more than any other filter I've ever used. The added
performance Is probably not worth the added expense for the aca DXer--I'd have a hard
time justifying It to myself, let alone to lIlYwife. However, if you are also a very
active amateur or utnlty DXerwith CW/RTTYinterests, and money15 no object, this is
probably just what you've been looking for.

There Is no reason why you can't bund your own active audio fnters. To construct
a low pass or high pass fnter you can use one or two RCfilter sections. They can be
made variable by making the reslstor(s) variable. The low pass RCconfiguration Is seen

In figure A, while the high pass configuration Is seen
In figure a at left. .

Using the fonnula below, you can design. filters by
choos Ing a cut-off frequency, then choo~Ing a cut-off
frequency, then choosing values of Rand C to fit.

Re = 2~f
where R Is In ohms, C Is In farads, and f (the cut-off
frequency Is In Hertz.

Gordon Cottre11 designed this variable low-pass/
high-pass audio fnter. If the values specified for
CI-C4and RI-R4 or the potentiollleters are unavatlable,
you can replace them with other values as long as the
product of Rand C remain the same In each case. 100
kilohm dual pots would result In CI, C2 values of
.0047 uF and RI, R2 val UPSof 20 ktlohrol. The filter's
circuit Is &
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T51 3. of .§ Juggle res1Stors than to f001 aroundwith muHlp1ecapacHors.
Youcan a1so cascade fl1ters; if one '1 Her gives a 6-d8per
octave attenuation, 2 filters ought to work better. Just use
the sarre parts va1ue, but more of them:

~'F1iff.1F

3
Flna11y, be1owis a nrfab1e frequency notch fUter; fn this cIrcuIt, the wIdth of

the notch can be adjusted to wIde enoughto reject I substantla1 portIon of an ludlo slgna1
so take it easy. The frequency range Is approxlmate1y400-4000Hz.

A11of these circuits shou1dbe p1acedeither after the detector or betweenaudio
stages In a receher. A .01 b10cklngcapacItor cou1dbe p1acedat the input and a 5 uF
capacitor at the output of these circuIts.
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. . . . .

l~e11, that's It. Anyquestions, InquirIes or colm!nts can be
addressed to: Brian P. Sherwood.221 larch Ave.. E1mhurst,
ll60126."

Brian adds that these fl1 ters are Intended to be used be-
tween the speaker output of a reclever and the spedker. or
between headphoneoutput and headphones. lIke all passive
audio fl1ters, these exhibit loss even at the frequencIes
you want to hear. This 10ss can be minimIzedby using a very
hIgh R/C ratio In the hIgh PISS fIlters (I.e. use large resis-
tors and sma11capacitors In the cIrcuit) apd a very high
C/R ratio In the low pass fl1ter--sma11 resistors and "arge
capaet tors. He Is will Ing to construct such fl1 ters for
anyone whofs Interested--write t9 hIm at the above address.

The circuit Is as follows:
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The first contrIbution th15 lo1Onthcomesfrom BrIan P.
Sherwood.whoannounces himself as "Dr. of Transmogrlflcatfon
& Inventor of Other Usefu1 Stuff"--had cards printed up yet'
BrIan? In a nore serious vein he writes:
"Here 15 a neat 1fttle audio fflterlswltcher that gives you

up to 6 Inputs. un1f1l1ted outputs. and tite 'QRII/HNl-elfmlnattng.
QR""'lessenlng abf1ftfes of the FRG-7'saudio ff1ters.
(Brian has tried to design this c.frcuit wIth parts avaf1tble
It Radfo Shack. 51 can use I 1-p01e, 12-posltfon rotary
swItch (1275-1385). 52 & S3 can be a 2 p01e, 6-posftlon rotary
switch (1275-1386). the Input &output Jacks shou1dbe 1/8"
2-conductor open circuit phone Jacks ('1274-251). A11except
the 3.3 uF capacitors are avalhb1e there a150. A meta1 box
1arge enough to contain a11 components15 also needed and he
used I 1270-265s10pe-front cabInet.)

"P1ease note that a1though I on1y used 3 inputs. you can
have up to 12, even IIOreff you can get the right switch.
And11though I used on1y 3 outputs, you can have as manyas
you want, up to the point where you've splIt the slgna1 so
manytImes that no appreciab1e amountof current wl11 get to
each output. Twotape-recorders, two pairs of' headphones. and
two speakers ought to be sufficient. un1ess you want a thIrd
to tune WWVand get rid of your mother-tn-law. hi.

A1thoughI used the serre cutoff frequencies as fn the FRG-7.
you can create your ownff1ters, up to as manyas the switch
wi11 hand1e (makesure they'n a11 fit fn the cabinet you're

,"'~I~::!;. t.'(~i~:, )(:.~ -11)
where Chin, Farads, R fs fn ohms, F (the cut-off frequency)
Is In Hertz, and 2"15 6.2B. Anexample, with a cut-off
frequency of 1000 Hz foll~/s.
CR,.-Jft'"t_" .~. .oOO\5,.;l

SInce 1 uF equa1s .000001 Farad, you could effectively use a
1 uF capacItor and a 160 ohmresIstor. givIng you a cut-off
frequency of 995 Hz. Youcannot a1waysget exact cut-offs
because of the "standard parts value" problem; If you cannot
have a 159 ohmresistor, sett1e for 160. I've noticed It's
best to accept standard capa~ltors; It's a 10t easier to
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The Hildreth Engin2ering "CommAudio Processor" by Sheldon Remington
I have been using a Hildreth Engineering "Communications Audio

Processor", offered as a wired unit, in kit form, or just as cireui t
boards. It has a few unique features. Firs.ly, it has a choice of three
basic bandpass shapesl Flattop, with rolloffs of 12 dB/octave below )00 Hz
and above 2.5 kHz; CW, of 100 Hz width centered at 750 Hz with 9 poles,
and voice, which is like the flattop, but the portion from 400 to 1500 Hz
is notched out (this segment apparently contains very little speech
intelligence). The CW skirts can be preset to -20, -40, or -60 dB down,
depending whether one wants to hear "off frequency" stations or not. CW
mode also can actuate a "Tone-Tag" a warbling modulation superimposed atop
the centered CW signal. In addition, there is an internal anti-phase
"pink-noise" generator which can be set to a level which barely masks line
noise (or whatever) and reduces fatigue.

The final feature is a "binaural" f11 ter, which spl its the spectrum
at 750 Hz, and sends the low frequencies to one ear (or speaker) and the
highs to the higher. When tuning past CW signals, they progress from one
ear to the other, and you end up being able to pick out a CW signal from
both its pitch and from its position on the "stereo stage". The feature can
be useful when listening for weak carriers on the BCB.

The unit has a 2-watt stereo amplifier built in, and runs off 12 volts
DC (external). A series of articles in H~~ Radio magazine described the
design (Jan. 79. Nov. 76, Nov 75). I have been very impressed with the
steep filter cut-off slopes. The one feature not provided is a notch filter
so I will have to homebrew one and add it.

A different form of binaural system is "binaural diversity", described
in NRC's Receiver Reference Manual, in which each channel is fed by a
different receiver, either-s~different sidebands of the same station or
to a parallel. I added switching for this function to my processor, and
would not be without it.

On the subject of audio filters, note that there are now some ))
different units on the market, with a very confusing variety of engineering
approaches. It appears that no single unit contains all the desireable
features. so one either has to stack multiple units, or do some homebrewing.
The new MFJ-7)2 looks like a good basic unit.

ed. notel Information on the CommAudio Processor (model 210) was
obtained by writing Hildreth Engineering, P.O. Box 60003, Sunnyvale, CA
94088, and enclosing a stamp. As well as the flyer, they sent a copy of

the descriptive article in the January 1980 issue of Ham Radio, which was
most interesting. I'd never heard of cutting out the 400-1500Hz range
for greater readability. Although the complete processor costs $150, the
voice filter/binaural synthesizer/audio amp board (#1201) alone is $6.95,
while parts cost $19 (matched components are needed for optimum filter
operation), so one could construct a voice filter alone, if CW listening
was not contemplated.



h ~ 2.f Ii:!.QtillQ!Q FILTERS by Bruce Portzer

In recent years, a number of audio filters have appeared on the Amateur!SWL market,
some. selling as low as $50. These devices perform a number of audio processing functions,
including high pass, low pass, and bsndpass filtering, notching (rejecting a narrow
range of frequencies), and peaking (passing only a narrow band of frequencie ). Details
on how to use audio filters have appeared in past Technical Columns, are in.\ IJKer's
Technical Guide (get yer order in now folks!), and will be available as a reprint later
this year. As a brief recap, audio filters can be used to eliminate or reduce unwanted
test tones and heterodynes, to improve the intelligibility of OJ[ tapes, to reduce the
"rumble" on graveyard channel reception, and to enhance morse code IDs during DX tests and
frequency checks. Although useful, sn audio filter is no substitute for good selectivity
in your receiver. Don't expect one to be of any help if you're plagued by a strong local
wiping out adjacent channels.

~ecently, throu~h the courtesy of (alter Associates, I had t"e pleasure of tryin!; out
two audio filters. My impressions are summarized in the following paragraphs.

The State Variable Audio Filter

Although the state variable filter is quite simple and versatile, and
of most of the commercial variable frequency and selectivity audio filters,
to have put forward a construction project using it, so here it is:
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The ~FJ-12l
The XFJ is actually two filters in series. The primary filter can be used as a peak,

notch, highpsss, or low pass filter (selected by a front panel switch) and has potenti-
ometers to control selectivity (steepness of the cutoff) snd cutoff (for high and low pass)
or center (for notch and peak) frequency. The secondary fUter is similar to the primary
filter, but has only notch and peak capabilities. The IIFJ-752 also has a diode noise
lit:li ter , two input jacks (switch selectable), and rear panel headphone and speaker jacks.
It operates from either a 12 volt AC adapter (furnished with the filter) or any 9-18 volt
DCsupply. It comes in a IOx2x6 inch cabinet and costs $79.95. The filter is designed
for plugging into a receiver or amplifier headphone jack.

2.~1="

Rl/R2 frequency variation R6 "Q" or selectivity

Let me aaaure you, this little gadget really voru, I played several old 01 tapes
througb it and discovered, thanu to this filter, that two previously unidentified loggings
made in 1973 were WDEF-1370 in Tennessee and WUo-l530 in Alabama. I bad played both
tapes ...ny times in the past and had been ta'lsble to 10 tbem, even using other filters, so
needlus to say, I was favorably impressed with this ta'lit. I also found the peak and
notch functions to be quite acceptable in enhancing morae code IDs and reducing hetero-
dyne.. In general, the filter improved audio quality noticeably and in aome cases i-
proved readability.

Ncowfor a couple of negative cnunenU. Firat it 's a bit difficult to uae. It took
"'" several hours of fooling with it to learn how to use it and I can envision some leas
technically inclined DXers throwing up their hands in despair after fooling with tbe
several controls. Second, I noticed a couple of workmanship probl : tbe AC adapter
produced a noticeable hum which was not present when I used my own power supply. I later
learned that MFJ' s supplier somehow sent them 1000 AC adapters wi th no fUter capacitor I
The problem has since been corrected; however, there may still be a few defective AC
adapters lying around somewhere.." In addition, one of the two input jacks was bent
slightly towards the other, making it impossible to plug patch cords into both jacks at
the s,,",e time. '

In conclusinn, this gadget is very effective. It'a a bit complicated to"operate,
especially for the technically unsophiaticated DXer. However, for the patient knob tweaker
it can produce very good results. /
The lIizuho AP-1!1

This is really a cute little thing. It's about half the
Handbook., yet has its own built-in speaker. It can be used as
and has controls to vary the width and center frequency of the
operates from either a 9 volt battery or an external 6-12 volt
plugging into the headphone jack of a receiver or amplifier (a
The list price is $49.95.

This filter did not perform quite as well as the IIFJ-752, but it p!Coved to be much
easier to operate, In order to test its notching and peaking abilities, I tuned in
KFI-640 and set my signal generator for 639 kHz, which of course resulted in a loud 1000
Hz tone mixing with KFI on my PRG- 7. With the bandwidth control in its narrowest prac-
tical position and the center frequency set at 1000 Hz, I had only the !ITI audio with
the filter control in the notch position and only the tone with the conttol in the band-
pass position. The filter was effective at enhancing a particular voice--for example
by adjusting the center frequency control, it'a posaible to change back and forth between
enhancing s woman Is voice and enhancing a man's voice, .

I!y one complaint about tbis filter is tbat the front panel is just a little too
crowded. Crammed into a 1" " 5" space are two controls, 2 LEDs, input and output jacka,
and a notch-nandpass-off switch, It's especially crowded when both jacks are in use;

however, part of the problem could be alleviated by installing input and output jacks
on the rear of the cabinet.

The filter is relatively easy to use and
and small 8ize make it ideal for taking along
or TRF out to the coast, it would effectively
T.\.o ccd TI'o'

size of a World Radio TV
a bandpaas~otch filter
passband or notch. It
supply. It is designed for
patch cord is provided).

As you can see, thi s one fi lter offers high-pass (HP), low-pass (LP). notch and
peaking possibilities, depending on the position of the output switch. The cutoff
frequency for the hi gh-pass and low-pass as well as the notch and peak frequency are
determined by f - 1 * where R1=R2,R3=R4, C1=C2, so the given values

- 21r(RJ+R3)C1

can be vari ed. accordi ng to what dual potentiometer you have avail able. For best results
R3 and R4 should be matched values, as should Cl and C2. A good VOMor digital multimeter
will enable you to match resistors, but a capacitance meter or bridge circuit must be
used for the capacitors. The values given above are for a frequency range of about 280 to
2700 Hz.

R6, the Q control, varies selectivity in the
the roll off in the LP and HPpositions. Its value
resistance, reduces the circuit gain to zero (i .e.
with R6 should prevent thi s.

The 741's specified can be replaced by a single quad op-ampsuch as the LM324,
providing the proper pin-out is observed. The fourth section of such an IC could be used
as a voltage follower if desired.

This filter could be placed in series with another filter of the same construction
to allow for greater versatility., or deeper nulls, .sharper peaks. and faster roHoff.
Some-theoretfcarb~ckground for the state variable fitter can be foundon pp.501-2 of
The .!£ Op-AmpCookbookby Walter Jung, published by HowardSams,and no doubt available
at Century Pri nt Shop.

* (f is in Hz, R is in ohms, C is in farads)

peak position, and also varies somewhat
is not too critical, and at minimum
no signal). A 100k resistor in series

shouldn't befuddle anyone. Its featurea
on DXpeditions. If you take your FRG-7
eliminate many of thoae hets from pesty


